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We examine how firm and country heterogeneity shape
the response of corporate investment in emerging
markets to changes in global interest rates and volatility.
We test for the presence of (i) a financing channel
originating from changes in the costs of external
borrowing and (ii) a real options channel—reflecting
firms’ option values to delay investment. We find
evidence of the coexistence of both channels. Financially
weaker firms reduce investment by more in response to
higher interest rates or volatility, while firms with
stronger balance sheets become less willing to invest
after volatility spikes. Furthermore, the intensity of the
financing channel diminishes for firms in countries with
lower public debt, higher foreign reserves, or deeper
financial markets.
Covering both the fundamentals and applications, Object
Oriented Programming through Java provides a thorough
introduction to this popular programming paradigm. It
includes coverage of essential topics such as classes,
objects, packages, interfaces, multithreading, AWT,
Applets, and Swings. The book also includes a detailed
overview of various practical applications, including
JDBC, Networking classes, and servlets. It contains
exercises at the end of every chapter, and sample
illustrative programs are used throughout the book. It is
a text for courses on object oriented Java programming
and a reference for professionals.
The paper documents the use of foreign exchange
intervention (FXI) across countries and monetary
regimes, with special attention to its use under inflation
targeting (IT). We find significant differences between
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advanced and emerging market economies, with the
former group conducting FXI limitedly and broadly
symmetrically, while the use of this policy instrument in
emerging market countries is pervasive and mostly
asymmetric (biased towards purchasing foreign
currency, even after taking into account precautionary
motives). Within emerging markets, the use of FXI is
common both under IT and non-IT regimes. We find no
evidence of FXI being used in response to inflation
developments, while there is strong evidence that FXI
responds to exchange rates, indicating that IT central
banks in EMDEs have dual inflation/exchange rate
objectives. We also find a higher propensity to overshoot
inflation targets in emerging market economies where
FXI is more pervasive.
Keeping an IVIG immunoglobulin Ig therapy diary can
help you understand and manage your
immunodeficiency disorder and provide your doctor with
important information to assess how well your IVIG
treatments are working. This antibody therapy journal
can help you track your Ig medication, dose,
premedications, adverse reactions and side effects,
recurring infections, and any complications you may
experience as a result of your immune deficiency.
Lightweight and convenient size 6 x 9 inches, this
abstract art medical journal can help you track important
information to discuss with your hematologist or
immunology specialist when you have a follow-up
appointment.
A Con Man Reveals the Secrets of the Esoteric Trade of
Cheating, Scams, and Hustles
Exporting Through Intermediaries: Impact on Export
Dynamics and Welfare
Using Global Positioning Systems in the Outdoors
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Brother Tariq
Financing vs. Real Options Channel
Immunoglobulin Ig Antibody Therapeutics Notebook,
Immunodeficiency Disease IVIG Immunotherapy Diary,
Immune System Infection Diary, Abstract Art Journal

Being in love and full of anticipation
of a great life does not shield young
couples from unfair and unexpected
challenges and trauma. This book is not
an elaborate "how-to" or "self-help"
manual for when the going gets rough.
It's just a true story about a couple
that continued to put one foot in front
of the other when they would rather
have given up; it's about love and
faith and standing fast against
adversity. The Way Life Is takes
readers into the home of a young couple
trying to accommodate their own needs,
desires and demons while coping with
the special needs of their children:
Sara, born with a rare and life
threatening disability known as PraderWilli Syndrome; Gina, who arrived
needing open-heart surgery in order to
survive; and Andrew, an active and
exceptionally healthy little boy stuck
in the middle. Readers' Comments "...as
I read it I am struck by what a
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wonderful personal account it is, not
only of your family's experiences, but
the part of the story that is universal
and inspiring, every couple's struggle
with love and adversity. May it bless
many, many families around the world!"
Joanne Klassen, author of
Transformative Writing "Congratulations
on what I think is a truly incredible
book... it is all beautifully written
and the introduction is especially
nicely done... the type that grabs a
reader right away and makes them want
to read more. I think you are going to
find that your book really connects
with people and will not only comfort,
but also inspire them." Brenda Fehr,
Entertainment Editor, Transcontinental
Media Inc.
In many countries, a sizable share of
international trade is carried out by
intermediaries. While large firms tend
to export to foreign markets directly,
smaller firms typically export via
intermediaries (indirect exporting). I
document a set of facts that
characterize the dynamic nature of
indirect exporting using firm-level
data from Vietnam and develop a dynamic
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trade model with both direct and
indirect exporting modes and customer
accumulation. The model is calibrated
to match the dynamic moments of the
data. The calibration yields fixed
costs of indirect exporting that are
less than a third of those of direct
exporting, the variable costs of
indirect exporting are twice higher,
and demand for the indirectly exported
products grows more slowly. Decomposing
the gains from indirect and direct
exporting, I find that 18 percent of
the gains from trade in Vietnam are
generated by indirect exporters.
Finally, I demonstrate that a dynamic
model that excludes the indirect
exporting channel will overstate the
welfare gains associated with trade
liberalization by a factor of two.
The Witch Needs Her Freedom. Ellara
Wist, one of the many witches that
fought on the losing side of the war,
has no intentions of returning to
Outerland when it is finished and she
has no intention of letting her fellow
witches suffer either. So, during her
sentencing for war crimes against the
kingdom of Aulen, she boldly offers
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their new king a proposal: she'll join
the king's court as his own personal
sorceress in exchange for the lives and
freedom of those trapped in Outerland.
The King Needs a Wife. Terran didn't
want to be king. But after years of war
and the loss of almost his entire
family, he will not put the crown
aside. But when a witch from his past
offers herself as a sacrifice, he sees
her as an equal. So, he instead
counters her offer with one of his own:
Don't be my sorceress. Be my Queen.
?And the deal they strike will change
their world forever. Desperate, Ellara
agrees, swearing to herself that she
could never love him. But as time
reveals the man she's married not as
the monster everyone thought he was and
danger draws them closer together, she
finds her vow almost impossible to
keep.
L'affaire RamadanFayard
The Doublespeak of Tariq Ramadan
Worship
The Devil Walks
GPS Made Easy
Return to Glory Hole
An Atlas of Anatomy for Artists
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Suburbia meets scandal in this hopeful and
honest portrayal of that moment in every
woman's life when it's time to make a change,
even if that means risking losing it all. Goddess
of Suburbia by Stephanie Kepke is a must-read
for women looking to reconnect with their
passions, and live authentically. When pillar of
the community and PTA mom, Max, allowed her
husband, Nick, to record a sex video of them on
his cell phone, she thought of it as simply a way
to keep Nick interested and entertained during
his frequent business trips. But suddenly, Max is
trending everywhere-her video lighting up the
blogosphere and Twitter, thanks to the fact that
she's a genuine, imperfect woman. Now the
paparazzi are chronicling her every move; her
daughter wants to disown her; and her marriage
has completely fallen apart. Just as things can't
get any more chaotic, Max's college boyfriend,
shows up two decades after he broke her heart.
Now Max must learn to stop going through the
motions of her life on auto-pilot and start living
authentically, or risk forever being a suburban
lemming running towards the cliff of old age.
We exploit a survey data set that contains
information on how 11,000 workers across
advanced and emerging market economies
perceive the main forces shaping the future of
work. In general, workers feel more positive than
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negative about automation, especially in
emerging markets. We find that negative
perceptions about automation are prevalent
among workers who are older, poorer, more
exposed to job volatility, and from countries with
higher levels of robot penetration. Perceptions
over automation are positively viewed by
workers with higher levels of job satisfaction,
higher educational attainment, and from
countries with stronger labor protection.
Workers with positive perceptions of automation
also tend to respond that re-education and
retraining will be needed to adapt to rapidly
evolving skill demands. These workers expect
governments to have a role in shaping the future
of work through protection of labor and new
forms of social benefits. The demand for
protection and benefits is more significant
among women and workers that have suffered
job volatility.
Tariq Ramadan shows that it is possible to live
as a practising Muslim in multi-faith, pluralistic
European nation states.
Schider's complete, historical text is
accompanied by a wealth of anatomical
illustrations, plus a variety of plates showcasing
master artists and their classic works on
anatomy. 593 illustrations.
Understanding Philosophy for A2 Level AQA
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Denmark
L'affaire Ramadan
Financial Sector Assessment Program-Technical
Note-Financial Safety Net and Crisis
Management Arrangements
Object Oriented Programming Through Java
The Way Life Is
The International Financial Statistics
Yearbook, usually published in
September, contains available annual
data covering 12 years for countries
appearing in the monthly issues of IFS.
The IFS service is the standard source of
international financial statistics.
Additional time series in country tables
and some additional tables of area and
world aggregates are included in the
Yearbook.
Designed as one of the first true
textbooks on how to use the UNIX
operating system and suitable for a wide
variety of UNIX-based courses, UNIX and
Shell Programming goes beyond
providing a reference of commands to
offer a guide to basic commands and
shell programming. Forouzan/Gilberg
begin by introducing students to basic
commands and tools of the powerful
UNIX operating system. The authors then
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present simple scriptwriting concepts,
and cover all material required for
understanding shells (e.g., Regular
Expressions, grep, sed, and awk) before
introducing material on the Korn, C, and
Bourne shells. Throughout, in-text
learning aids encourage active learning
and rich visuals support concept
presentation. For example, sessions use
color so students can easily distinguish
user input from computer output. In
addition, illustrative figures help student
visualize what the command is doing.
Each chapter concludes with problems,
including lab sessions where students
work on the computer and complete
sessions step-by-step. This approach has
proven to be successful when teaching
this material in the classroom.
FPGA Prototyping Using Verilog
Examples will provide you with a handson introduction to Verilog synthesis and
FPGA programming through a “learn by
doing” approach. By following the clear,
easy-to-understand templates for code
development and the numerous practical
examples, you can quickly develop and
simulate a sophisticated digital circuit,
realize it on a prototyping device, and
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verify the operation of its physical
implementation. This introductory text
that will provide you with a solid
foundation, instill confidence with
rigorous examples for complex systems
and prepare you for future development
tasks.
Le récit d’une longue épreuve et d’une
renaissance « Depuis le 20 octobre 2017,
date de la première plainte déposée
contre moi, un ouragan s’est abattu sur
ma vie. Un impitoyable déluge
médiatique. Ce livre n’est pas un
plaidoyer pour ma défense. Il apporte
des réponses à des questions
essentielles : pourquoi les plaignantes
ont-elles menti ? Pourquoi la
présomption d’innocence n’a-t-elle
compté pour rien ? Y a-t-il une
explication politique à la façon dont mon
dossier a été géré et instruit ? Je
m’attache ici à réunir des éléments qui
ont été omis, négligés ou tronqués. Je
propose aussi une réflexion sur l’état de
la société française, le fonctionnement
de la justice, le système carcéral et la
puissance des médias. Neuf mois et demi
de prison : cette expérience douloureuse
m’a permis de me livrer à un examen de
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conscience et de regarder en face ma
vie, mon passé, mes erreurs et mes
espérances. Elle ne remet pas en cause
le message spirituel, humaniste et
universel que je porte depuis tant
d’années. Voici le récit, simple et
sincère, d’une longue épreuve et d’une
renaissance. » T. R.
Seven Steps to Complete Recovery
189 Plates: Enlarged Revised Edition
with 85 New Plates from Leonardo,
Rubens, Michelangelo, Muybridge,
Vesalius, et al.
IVIG Therapy Journal
UNIX and Shell Programming
Just a Hint - Clint
Devoir de vérité
The paper explores how international integration through
global value chains shapes the working of exchange rates to
induce external adjustment both in the short and medium run.
The analysis indicates that greater integration into
international value chains reduces the exchange rate
elasticity of gross trade volumes. This result holds both in the
short and medium term, pointing to the rigidity of value
chains. At the same time, greater value chain integration is
associated with larger gross trade flows, relative to GDP,
which tends to amplify the effect of exchange rate
movements. Overall, combining these two results suggests
that, for most countries, integration into global value chains
does not materially alter the working of exchange rates and
the benefits of exchange rate flexibility in facilitating external
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adjustment remain.
Voices From Earth, like its companion book entitled Thoughts
From Earth, is a sparkling collection of timeless words of
wisdom written for those seeking more meaning and purpose
in their life. This rich anthology features many of the world's
truly enlightened thinkers, such as Einstein, Lao Tzu, Rilke,
Goethe, Gibran, Ryokan, Tagore, Thoreau and Emerson.
Voices From Earth is NOT just another collection of
quotations; rather, it is a meticulously crafted blueprint for
having a calmer, more centered life that is rich in meaning
and reward. Topics include thoughts on God, faith, truth,
kindness, self, the human journey, and the awareness that
each life has a purpose. Put simply, there is good stuff in
here! This book is written for teenagers through adults. It is
ideal for any occasion and would be the perfect gift for
birthdays, anniversaries, high school and college graduation,
newlyweds, and for those facing mid- or late-life challenges.
After suffering a traumatic, "Unsurvivable plane crash" the
author of this book used his Seven Steps to Complete
Recovery to gain complete rehabilitation from his 16 major
orthopedic operations, and this led to success in competitive
mountain-bike racing and graduate school. This book shows
the seven keys steps to achieving complete rehabilitation and
recovery from any orthopedic injury (or surgical procedure)
ranging from a sprained ankle to "comminuted fractures"
(crushed long bones) that the author suffered. This patients'
handbook also includes examples of rehabilitative protocols
from 25 of the most common injuries such as tennis elbow to
knee injuries. The chapters of this book range from injury
analysis to designing an effective rehab program. It also
includes chapters on proactive exercises with exercises that
have been shown to effectively treat illnesses from
osteoporosis to depression. This text will also reveal other
peoples' success obtained
from following Dr Willis' Rehab
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Steps. Reading this book will teach the reader how to design
their own successful, complete recovery from orthopedic
injuries, and if the injury is severe, this text will help you work
for a better, more informed success with your medical care
givers.
It was a great honor ro be born on the same day in the same
country as President Carter, and I am also thrilled he selected
my birthday to be his. You know, I'm glad providence tapped
the other child born ten miles away to become the thirty-ninth
president of the United States. I don't think I would have had
nearly as much fun being president. Maybe you will agree
after reading my story.
Effective Orthopedic Rehab
Reversing Your Photoleukomelanodermatitis of Kobori
Goddess of Suburbia
Once A Ferrara Wife...
He Is Always with Me

A chance discovery on Paradiso leads to the
uncovering of a Voodootech smuggling ring, with its
clues pointing to an intelligence agency or
corporation. Follow the rabbit hole, and the trail of
breadcrumbs may soon provide clues to a plot that
could put the entire human race at risk. Cost of
Greed is a mini campaign of 5 non linear adventures
that provide the characters with a chance to meet,
work alongside, and challenge the key characters
from Corvus Belli's Dire Foes Mission Packs 1 to 5.
Made in the UK.
This textbook provides an introduction to some
fundamental concepts in Discrete Mathematics and
the important role this subject plays in computer
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science. Every topic in this book has been started
with necessary introduction and developed gradually
up to the standard form. The book lays emphasis on
the applicability of Mathematical structures to
computer science. The content of this book is well
supported with numerous solved examples with
detailed explanation
Lowell, a former con man, reveals the secrets of
cheating, scams, and hustles in this roller-coaster
ride through bar bets, carnivals, Internet fraud, big
and small cons, card and dice games, and more.
The name of Tariq Ramadan is well known in the
West. Thanks to his urbane manner and articulate
way of expressing himself - in a number of
languages - this Swiss-born academic is a regular
contributor to television and radio features dealing
with Islam (and Islamism) and the West. In England,
his reputation as a ''moderate'' has won him praise and even an invitation from the Prime Minister to
serve on the government's task force on preventing
extremism. Meanwhile, as the grandson of Hassan alBanna, founder of the Muslim Brotherhood,
Ramadan enjoys a certain status in Islamic circles - a
kind of ambassador for his grandfather's brand of
political Islam. So who is the real Tariq Ramadan and
what does he stand for? In this incisive and
insightful study of the man, well-known French
writer and journalist Caroline Fourest dissects the
public pronouncements of Tariq Ramadan. Drawing
on his numerous books, articles and speeches as
sources, she demonstrates with chilling clarity that
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the West has been beguiled by Ramadan's
doublespeak. Tariq Ramadan is slippery. He says
one thing to his faithful Islamist followers and
something else entirely to his Western audience. His
choice of words, the formulations he uses - even his
tone of voice - vary, chameleon-like, according to his
audience. In most people, this would be merely
funny or irritating, but Tariq Ramadan is too
influential a figure to be dismissed so lightly.
Caroline Fourest does an incalculable service. In this
long-overdue English translation of Brother Tariq
she proves, once and for all, that Tariq Ramadan is
not to be trusted. Ramadan has been portrayed as
the Martin Luther King of Islam. This study reveals
that he is a far more sinister character at the
forefront of a militant and reactionary Islam.
Corporate Investment in Emerging Markets
International Financial Statistics Yearbook 2002
Infinity - Cost of Greed (Infinity RPG Supp.)
The Almost Queen
The 30 Day Journal for Raw Vegan Plant-Based
Detoxification & Regeneration with Information &
Tips (Updated Edition)
Italy

This technical note describes the stress testing exercises
carried out for the Danish commercial banking system and
the insurance sector. The tests were conducted as part of
the Financial Sector Assessment Program for Denmark
and were developed in collaboration with the Danish
Financial Supervisory Agency (DFSA) and Danmarks
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Nationalbank (DNB). Two approaches—bottom-up and topdown—were employed in the analysis. Results of the stress
test show that under changing macroeconomic conditions,
credit risk could materialize, causing a substantial
deterioration in banks’ results.
While the United States, and indeed most of the Western
world, fights an active war against Islamic terrorism, we
remain in deep denial about who truly is the enemy. Elites
across North America and Europe fight to silence those
who argue, compellingly, that the roots of terrorism are
within Islam itself which has evolved into far more than a
religion—it is a radical and dangerous political ideology
which consciously, if often tacitly, places itself in
opposition to democracy and basic human rights. Robert
Spencer, one of the world’s foremost critical scholars of
Islam, has been labeled Public Enemy #1 by those who
apologize for Islam and its violent excesses. He has been
called a propagandist, a racist, and an “Islamophobe”—a
term that he willingly embraces in this provocative and
important book. There needs to be a thoroughgoing and
honest public discussion of the acceptable parameters of
criticism of Islam in light of genuine interests not only of
national security but of civilizational survival. Our lives,
quite literally, could depend on it, as could those of our
children and our children’s children. Confessions of an
Islamophobe is an attempt to begin that discussion.
The first textbook available for A2 Level Philosophy
students, and the sister companion to the immensely
successful AS text, this text has been written in an
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engaging and accessible style and covers the AQA A2
Level specification precisely.
The Italian financial safety net and crisis-management
framework has been substantially strengthened since the
2013 FSAP. Among others, the authorities have enhanced
the early intervention framework, introduced a new
resolution regime (including recovery and resolution
planning requirements), and introduced reforms of the two
deposit guarantee schemes (DGS) that are active in Italy.
Further enhancements at the Banking Union level, as
outlined in the 2018 Financial System Stability
Assessment for the euro area (IMF Country Report No.
18/226)--including the introduction of an adequately
funded common deposit guarantee scheme, a harmonized
bank liquidation framework and a finetuning of state aid
rules--would yield further benefits for Italy.
Auto Engine Repair
Global Value Chains and External Adjustment: Do
Exchange Rates Still Matter?
A-level Physics
How to Cheat at Everything
Patterns of Foreign Exchange Intervention under Inflation
Targeting
Automation, Skills and the Future of Work: What do
Workers Think?
Teaches students to diagnose, service, and repair all makes
and models of gasoline and diesel engines.
Daniel is raised as an invalid in isolation by his mother until
the day she is removed to an asylum and Daniel is taken to
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live with the doctor's family. Soon Daniel begins to uncover
secrets about his mother's dark family history, and a sinister
doll seems to be at the centre of the mystery. First person
recount. Suggested level: intermediate, secondary.
-- Clear language and illustrations demystify GPS-Completely revised edition includes extensive new material
on using GPS with maps and in rough terrain-- GPS systems
have seen exponential growth recently and the first edition
has sold more than 33,000 copies
Worship is not a Sunday School Book, and is not intended to
be regarded as a religious publication. It contains violence,
language and subject matter that could be offensve to some.
It is about life, th
Xilinx Spartan-3 Version
FPGA Prototyping by Verilog Examples
Islam and Nationalism
Financial Sector Assessment Program: Technical Note:
Stress Testing
To Be a European Muslim
Confessions of an Islamophobe

He Is Always With Me is Ms. Howard's first adult book
and is a reflection of her life and religious studies. No
matter what problems we face the Lord is always with
us to see us through. The book deals with emotions
that we have all felt at one time or another.
Quelques lignes sur les réseaux sociaux lancent, le 20
octobre 2017, l affaire Tariq Ramadan, l une des plus
emblématiques du mouvement MeToo. Ancienne
salafiste, Henda Ayari porte de très lourdes accusations
(un viol qui aurait été commis, selon elle, au printemps
2012) contre ce leader influent et controversé de
l islam européen. Dans la foulée, une deuxième
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plainte est déposée, assortie d un témoignage
édifiant. Ces révélations provoquent un séisme
politique et religieux : Tariq Ramadan est en effet au
centre des polémiques qui agitent la France au sujet de
l islam depuis un quart de siècle. Parmi ses proches,
c est la consternation lorsque le théologien est placé
en détention provisoire quelques mois plus tard. Dans
une enquête passionnante et glaçante, Bernadette
Sauvaget, s appuyant sur sa connaissance des milieux
musulmans français, retrace la trajectoire du
théologien, petit-fils du fondateur de la confrérie des
Frères musulmans, de son ascension à sa chute. Grâce à
de nombreux témoignages, dont certains inédits de
victimes présumées, d anciens proches et d acteurs
de premier plan de ce dossier ultrasensible, elle fait le
récit d une affaire explosive que la justice devra
trancher. Qui est réellement Tariq Ramadan ? Comment
a-t-il construit son influence et son aura ? Qui
connaissait sa double vie ? Qu est-ce qui a précipité sa
chute ? Le portrait du leader politico-religieux révèle la
complexité des relations de séduction et d emprise,
les dérives des hommes de pouvoir. Journaliste à
Libération et réalisatrice de documentaires, Bernadette
Sauvaget est spécialiste des questions de religion et de
laïcité. Elle est l auteure du Monde selon François. Les
paradoxes du pontificat (Éditions du Cerf, 2014) et
d un livre d entretiens avec le jésuite argentin Juan
Carlos Scannone, Le pape du peuple (Éditions du Cerf,
2015).
"Ideology in Postcolonial Texts and Contexts reflects
that critiques of ideological formations occur within
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intersecting social, political, and cultural configurations
where each position is in itself 'ideological' - and
subject to asymmetrical power relations.
Postcolonialism has become an object of critique as
ideology, but postcolonial studies' highly diversified
engagement with ideology remains a strong focus that
exceeds Ideologiekritik. Fourteen contributors from
North America, Africa, and Europe focus (I) on the
complex relation between postcolonialism,
postcolonial theory, and conceptualizations of
ideology, (II) on ideological formations that manifest
themselves in very specific postcolonial contexts,
highlighting the potential continuities between
colonial and postcolonial ideology, and (III) on further
expanding and complicating the nexus of postcolonial
ideology, from veiling as both ideological practice and
individual resistance to home as ideological construct;
from palimpsestic readings of colonial photography to
aesthetics as ideology"-Ask yourself this; did Photoleukomelanodermatitis of
Kobori exist in the times of our ancestors, centuries ago,
or was it born in recent times? Where did it come from?
How did we find ourselves diagnosed with it? Has it
occurred to you that the foods that you consume on a
daily basis directly affect your health? Would you like to
know more about the one protocol that has worked for
us, time and time again, in increasing our health to a
point where "disease" can no longer exist? Through
reversing our own chronic diseases and conditions ranging from severe autoimmune, neurological,
digestive - all the way to rare genetic conditions, we
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noticed a commonality during our healing journeys. We
discovered a protocol that supercharged our health and
subsequently worked well in the removal of any
condition, disease, infection, abnormality, addiction,
mental health condition - or any other label that you
may come across. Through producing this series of
information-assisted journals, our goal has been to
reach you directly and share our experiences with you,
with the aim of giving you hope. Regardless of what
you have been diagnosed/labeled with - if applied
correctly, you will experience significant positive
changes. This journal has been broken down into two
parts - the first part being information-based, and the
second part being an assisted journal area for you to
document, track and journal your personal daily
progress, whilst being given helpful tips along the way.
We didn't want to release just another "information
overloaded" book which the reader does not benefit
from or take action on immediately. Through this
interactive and simplified approach found within this
series of journals, you will achieve your health goals
effectively. Welcome to the world of improved health
and healing. Good luck on your journey.
A Textbook of Discrete Mathematics, 9th Edition
A Textbook
Inspirational Stories and Thoughts
Harlequin Comics
Ideology in Postcolonial Texts and Contexts
Voices from Earth

Clint Evans rescues heiress Julie Rose from her kidnappers,
but while trying to solve the mystery of her kidnapping he is
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tempted to break his own rule of never getting involved with
a client.
A Modern History of the Islamic World
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